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Here is a list of features of Rapid Media
Server Torrent Download for premium
users: 1. It is able to encode all video
files types (avi, mp4, ogm, mov, avi,
mpeg, mp3, wma, etc) for multiple
destinations. It can serve also DVD and
other data in DVD format. 2. It can serve
compressed or uncompressed video
streaming. 3. It can use any of the video
codecs (ffmpeg/x264, xvid, divx, h.264,
etc). 4. It can also serve video to the
browsers via flash. 5. It has a playlist
maker, which can be used to generate
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file list with all the media files on the
server. 6. It has video viewers and
browser plugins to test the streaming
video content. Additionally Rapid Media
Server is capable to deliver the web
streaming services of live sports, live
video, live video in various formats
(wmv, avi, mp4, ogm, mpeg, wmv, mov,
mpeg, etc), as well as audio web
streaming in multiple formats (mp3,
wma, wav, m4a, m4r, ogg, etc). All of the
services work with a unique browser
plugin. You can view the live streaming
video online, from your computer, and
download to any format and device with
a web browser. The first part of Rapid
Media Server is an Apache/PHP based
Rapidshare.com premium account
server. This portion of the application
allows any of the premium users to
submit their video files to the online
video server. It can serve media in



multiple formats. The second part of
Rapid Media Server is Rapid Streaming
Server component. It generates a list of
all of the media files in the Rapid Media
Server database and allows us to test
live streaming video from these files. It
is the most important component of the
Rapid Media Server, because with a list
of media files you can view any video
streaming services from various
destinations. This is the first step for us
in an attempt to deliver a full-featured
media streaming video service. Note:
The users of Rapid Media Server can
also use the Rapid Sharing Transfer
application to upload the files to
RapidShare.com. This is just a different
application. Rapid Media Server also
provides downloading services to
support the features on the Rapid Share
(over 12.2 Gb) servers. It has the ability
to encode a list of URLs for
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What's New in the Rapid Media Server?

Features: • Multi-threaded file
downloading • Multithreading capable •
Ability to stop and resume downloads •
Support for the "rp-user" daemon and
non-interactive mode • Full ANSI C11
support • Support for all versions of
CUDA (work only on nvidia hardware) •
Support for all versions of CUDA (work
only on nvidia hardware) Requirements:
• A functional CUDA GPU with compute
capability 3.2 or later • A functional
CUDA GPU with compute capability 3.2
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or later • A functional CUDA GPU with
compute capability 3.2 or later • A
functional CUDA GPU with compute
capability 3.2 or later • A functional
CUDA GPU with compute capability 3.2
or later • A functional CUDA GPU with
compute capability 3.2 or later • A
functional CUDA GPU with compute
capability 3.2 or later • A functional
CUDA GPU with compute capability 3.2
or later • A functional CUDA GPU with
compute capability 3.2 or later CMake
build: The application uses a CMake
build file. You will need the CMake
compiler for this build, and the CMake
GUI build tool. The required CMake
versions are (currently) 2.8.4 and 2.6.4.
CMake build steps: 1. Download the
application source from
RapidMediaSource Sourceforge. 2. Edit
the CMake build file. You will need to
add the appropriate settings to the



CMAKE_CXX_COMPILER,
CMAKE_CXX_FLAGS, and
CMAKE_CXX_FLAGS_DEBUG variables.
Note: there is a bug in the CUDA CMake
package where an optimization flag set
in the compile command is not passed
through to the generated CMake files.
To work around this, set the flag in the
CMake script and add the compile line -
O0 to the compile command. You can
add these variables to the generated
CMakeCache.txt file, or you can modify
the CMakeCache.txt file directly and add
the variables there. 3. Run the CMake
GUI build tool to generate the complete
CMake build files. 4. Compile the
application with the command line
compiler. $> cmake.. $> make $> make
install Note: make install will install the
RapidMediaServer binary and its CMake
files to the /usr/local/bin directory.
Tutorial: Setting up the



"RapidMediaServer" application: 1.
Download the application source from
RapidMediaSource Sourceforge. 2. Edit
the CMake build file. You will need to
add the appropriate settings



System Requirements:

Windows: 64bit Mac: 64bit Linux: 64bit
Minimum Specs: Multi-core: AMD >=
6800 series AMD >= 6800 series Video
card: NVIDIA >= GTX 295 NVIDIA >=
GTX 295 RAM: 4GB 4GB CPU: AMD >=
6800 series AMD >= 6800 series HDD:
50GB 50GB Power supply: >=500W
Playable Media: Windows: Windows 7, 8,
or 10 (64bit) Mac: OS X 10.
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